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Abstract

system models using different components of specific
type and perform simulations, domain-specific tools
are traditionally used; for example [7, 8] are used in
the case of phasor-time domain simulation.
Other modeling and simulation approaches which
are less utilized in the domain is the dynamic phasors approach [9], and mixed EMT & phasor simulation [10, 11].
The reminder of this article focuses on phasor timedomain power system modeling using the Modelica
language and the application of Flexible Mockup Interface (FMI) Technologies for model validation and
parameter identification.

This paper summarizes the work performed in one of
the work-package of the FP7 iTesla project. This work
consisted in the development of a power system component library for phasor time domain simulation in
Modelica.
The models were used to build power system network models, used in experiments for parameter identification. The experiments were carried out with
the R A PI D toolbox, which has been developed at
SmarTS Lab within the same project. The toolbox was
written in M AT L AB, making use of FMI Technologies
for interacting with Modelica models.
Keywords: Power Systems, Phasor Simulation,
1.2
Modelica, FMI, Parameter Identification, Model Validation.

1
1.1

Introduction
Conventional Power System Modeling
and Simulation

Modeling power system components and networks is
important for different studies in the planning and operation of electricity networks [1], and the level of
complexity in the models depends on the type of studies carried out [2]. Traditional tools for power system
modeling are usually tied to a specific time scale, often
limiting the applicability and/or validity of the models
to a specific kind of studies [3].
The models can be of Electro-Magnetic Transient
(EMT) type [4, 5], which is the most detailed type of
power system models; of phasor time-domain (phasor)
type, which use a simplified representation commonly
used in positive sequence phasor time-domain simulation for stability assessment [2]; or could even use a
Quasi Steady State (QSS) representation for simplified
long term dynamic simulation [6]. To assemble power
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Motivation — Modelica, an unambiguous modeling language for Power Systems

Several tools for phasor time domain simulation already exist, but only few of them let the user access
the models’ code (mainly those that are open source
software [12]), lack flexibility in regards to modeling
and simulation features provided [2], and have limitations for unambiguous model exchange [13]. This
motivated the work presented in this paper which is
part of the FP7 iTesla project [14], where a power system component library of phasor type models is being
developed.
Modelica was chosen as the modeling language for
this library as it allows to develop models using a formal mathematical description and because it separates
the model from the solver [3]. The models developed in Modelica use an explicit mathematical representation waving out any ambiguity about the model,
while enabling further seamless simulation with diverse tools [3].
Modelica is an object-oriented programming language where the parameters of a model are the object’s
attribute. This facilitates the development of power
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system models composed by instances of components
previously developed.
To the knowledge of the authors, there have been
two previous efforts in the use of Modelica for power
system modeling and simulation: the ObjectStab [15]
library, and the SPOT [16] library which evolved into
the commercial “Electric Power Library” by Modelon
AB [17]. While these libraries could have been used
for the purposes of this article, there are social aspects
of resistance to change [18] that prompted the authors
to develop a new library. For example, users of a specific power systems tool are skeptical about other tools
different from the one that they use — this is a complex behavior [19] that involves both the change in the
human interactions that accompany the use of a specific tool, as well as a concern about the technical aspects of a new technology.
To make a transition where the use of Modelica is
accepted by power system practitioners, the authors
and other colleagues have used different strategies to
overcome the resistance of domain experts. This approach is similar to that in [20]: a first strategy is
to promote the use of Modelica in power systems
as a medium for unambiguous model exchange [3]
which is an Alpha [20] strategy that supports the
common goal of model exchange; a second strategy
(type Omega [20]) was used to decrease avoidance
forces: made a software-to-software validation of each
power system component of trusted domain-specific
power system tools where simulation results between
the Modelica library in different tools are appraised
against a domain-specific tool [21].
Further details on power system modeling using
Modelica as approached in this article are available
in [21, 3].

1.3

Exploiting Modelica and FMI Technologies

Modelica models can also be exploited through Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) [22]; a standard for
model exchange between different tools supporting and implementing the standard. As such, Dymola [23], OpenModelica [24] and JModelica.org [25]
implement the standard for both import and export; as
well as co-simulation.
FMI Technologies offer wide possibilities for model
re-use within different software tools. Thus, the models developed and used in Modelica are not tied to
the development environment, contrarily to traditional
tools for power system modeling. This flexibility
1196

was taken advantage of to develop a R Apid Parameter I Dentification toolbox (R A PI D).

1.4

Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The power system component library is described in
Section 2. Details of two of the models developed by
SmarTS Lab and their validation are shown in Section 3 and a model validation experiment using the
R A PI D toolbox is presented in Section 4. Conclusions
are drawn in Section 5

2

Library Structure

The library was developed for power systems phasor time-domain simulation in Modelica. It is comprised by different packages that build its main structure, which is described next.

2.1

Structure

A total of 120 models are categorized into the following upper level packages (see Fig. 1):
• Connectors (2):
The package is comprised by two connectors,
one, PwPin, is adopted for treating voltage and
current as complex variables. The other, ImPin is
a simple connector for real variables.
• Electrical (56):
The main package of the library with all the
power system component models for phasor time
domain representation. It is divided into several
sub-packages.
• Examples (17):
A set of examples using the power system component models.
• Interfaces (2):
Blocks for adding some inputs and outputs to the
models.
• NonElectrical (45):
A set of functions extended from the Modelica
standard library and adapted with the connectors
of this power system components library.
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• Solar photo-voltaic panel (two simplified models
from PSAT and detailed model from KTH)
• Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) wind
turbine (PSAT model and GE model)
These models have been developed together with examples, which served for parameter identification experiments such as the one presented in Section 4.

3

Figure 1.

2.2

Partial screenshot of the library

Electrical Components

As a joint effort from the different project participants,
the power system components models have mostly
been transcribed from the Eurostag [8] and PSAT [26]
software.
Different components such as transmission lines,
transformers, buses and some events (line opening and
faults) were developed as generic models. All load
models, were implemented following the representation used by PSAT and Eurostag. Generator models
have also been implemented, including detailed models as used in Eurostag as well as different models
from PSAT. Additionally some non traditional generators have been modeled including photo-voltaic models (3) and two wind turbines models. These models
enable the simulation of complete power system networks with any kind of perturbation.
The models developed at SmarTS Lab are the following:
• Load models from PSAT (Exponential recovery,
Frequency dependent, Constant PQ, Voltage dependent, ZIP, ZIP Jimma and Mixed loads)
• An Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) from
PSAT (Type III)
• A Turbine Governor (Type II) from PSAT
• Synchronous generators (second and third order)
from PSAT
DOI
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Implementation and Validation of
Power System Component Models

All models developed at SmarTS Lab have been created from a reference model taken in another domain
specific simulation environment. They have been subject of a Software-to-Software validation against the
reference model by comparing simulation results.
In this Section, two of the models developed at
SmarTS Lab are presented in details together with
their validation results.

3.1

GE Wind Turbine Model

This first study case illustrates the development of
a wind turbine generator model taking as reference
a M AT L AB /S IMULINK implementation of the wind
turbine-generator model for grid studies used by General Electric Energy (GE). The wind turbine-generator
is Type III, which commonly refers to an induction
generator with the rotor winding connected to the grid
through a back-to-back converter. The descriptive reference provided by GE Energy can be found in [27].
3.1.1

Modeling

The reference was implemented with function blocks
in M AT L AB /S IMULINK, organized in three different
subsystems (Turbine, Electrical Control and Generator). The system was developed with the voltages (real
and imaginary parts) as inputs and currents (real and
imaginary parts) as outputs. The system also has an
input for the wind speed.
For the Modelica model, the model structure and the
block diagram were preserved. The main motivation
for this approach was to maintain the existing initialization algorithm used in the reference model. This algorithm is responsible for initialization of, among others, all the integrators in the model.
The resulting model is shown in Fig. 2, where the
top-level layer of the model can be observed. The major difference is the integration of the PwPin connector to interface the model to other components, such as
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A comparison between the simulation of the two
transmission lines. This connector contains two standard variables used for the real and imaginary part of models is presented in Fig. 4, where it can be observed
the voltage, as well as two flow variables used for the that the simulations produce the same response. This
validates the implementation carried out in Modelica.
real and imaginary part of the current.
The Modelica model also implements the initialization algorithm aforementioned. This implementation
required to adapt the code to the Modelica syntax by
replacing all for-loops by while-loops, as in Modelica for-loops cannot be exited before completion of
all iterations.

Figure 2.

Modelica implementation of the GE Wind
Turbine-Generator Model

The original wind turbine reference model was integrated within a test system comprised by a network
model, an infinite bus and and wind generator. The
network model was built using an admittance matrix,
which in the Modelica implementation was replaced
by several transmission lines in series. The remainder
of the model in Modelica was implemented with components available in the library. A wind generator was
additionally developed in Modelica, to create different
wind profiles. The resulting test model is presented in
Fig. 3.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Comparison Modelica vs Simulink for the GE Wind
Turbine-Generator Model

However, some differences can be noticed when inspecting the responses more closely. Figure 5 presents
an example of this observation. The differences are
of a very small order and can be explained by the accuracy of the solvers used in each simulation environment.

GE Wind Turbine Modelica Test Model

3.1.2 Validation results
Figure 3 presents the test model, which includes the
simulation scenario comprised by a gust of wind at t = Figure 5. Zoom on comparison Modelica vs Simulink for the
5 s and a fault at one transmission line at t = 10 s.
GE Wind Turbine-Generator Model
Both models have the same simulation scenario and
are simulated in their respective environment. However, the solver used is different in each environment,
3.2 Hydro Turbine Governors
a fixed time-step solver ode3 was selected for the reference model, whereas an adaptive time-step solver The second study case illustrates the development of
a hydro turbine and governor model. The reference
DASSL was selected for the Modelica model.
1198
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is a PSAT implementation of type 5 hydro turbine and
governor (HTG Type 5) modeled at KTH and included
into PSAT. The HTG Type 5 models includes a PI controller combined with servomotor (turbine governor
model) and a nonlinear turbine model, its Modelica
implementation is shown in Fig. 6.
The hydro turbine and its governor are widely used
for control of mechanical power delivered by the generator, and often show complex dynamic behavior.
Due to this fact, it is a perfect component to sow
the advantages of using the Modelica language instead of conventional power system modeling tools
for simulation purposes. In this section two Softwareto-Software validation cases are presented. The first
shows the benefits of using Modelica with respect to
PSAT. The second presents an alternative validation
approach where the validation of the HTG Type 5
model is carried out in a hybrid S IMULINK-Modelica
model exploiting the FMI standard which allows to include an FMU as a part of the original MATLAB/
S IMULINK system.

used for the HTG model can be found in the standard
Modelica library. For building the hybrid S IMULINKModelica model, an FMU file was generated using Dymola to allow simulation in M AT L AB /S IMULINK-SPS
(Fig. 8). The model was encapsulated into one block,
with ability to set up input parameters for the block
(Fig. 9) using the FMI Toolbox [28].

Figure 8.

FMU from the Modelica model imported into the FMI
Toolbox

3.2.1 Modeling
The reference model was implemented in M AT L AB /
S IMULINK using the built-in Control library for the
HTG Type 5 and the SimPowerSystems (SPS) library
for the single-machine-infinite bus (SMIB) system.
A similar system (with a finite load) was modeled
in PSAT and taken as a reference for Software-toSoftware validation. Next, the Modelica model of the
HTG Type 5 and the same system as in PSAT were
built in Dymola (Fig. 7).

Figure 9.

Parameters of HTG Type 5 block

Thus, the HTG Modelica model was used to replace the turbine and governor S IMULINK block in the
Figure 7. Modelica model of Single machine governed by HTG power system model. This allowed simultaneous simType 5 with perturbation
ulation and comparison of the response between the
SPS models and the Modelica models within the same
In this the first case, the same initial values are used simulation tool (Fig. 10).
in Modelica and PSAT, this allows us to carry out the
Software-to-Software validation not only in terms of
3.2.2 Validation results
the modeling approach, but also using the same initial
conditions.
For validation of the hydro turbine and its governor
The types of connectors used in the Modelica model the input (speed) and output (mechanical power) were
were described above. All the blocks which were compared (Fig.11). The results show that the “shape”
DOI
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Figure 6.

Modelica model of HTG Type 5

(a) The input (speed) of the HTG Type 5

Figure 10.

Validation of the HTG model encapsulated using the
FMI Toolbox for M AT L AB

of the signals match well, but there are some differ(b) The output (mechanical power) of the HTG Type 5
ences. The solver used for simulation with Dymola
was DASSL. The differences are due to limitations Figure 11. Comparison Modelica vs PSAT for the HTG Type
5’s responses with a perturbation at the speed reference wre f .
on the numerical accuracy of the solver in PSAT (a
trapezoidal integration with fixed time-step). Please
observe that PSAT has a limited number of solvers
(trapezoidal integration and forward Euler’s method)
and that the time-domain simulation methodology follows domain-specific practices not common to general
purpose tools.
In second validation method, which uses S IMULINK
models with the Modelica model embedded in an
FMU block and the M AT L AB /S IMULINK-SPS reference model, the speed and the output mechanical Figure 12. Validation of the HTG model encapsulated using the
power were compared (Fig. 12). The results show a
FMI Toolbox for M AT L AB
very good match between the corresponding outputs.

4

Model Validation using Modelica
and FMI Technologies

for this work was also motivated for its support of the
FMI standard, which enabled the development of the
R A PI D toolbox.

This power system component library has been de- 4.1 FMI Technologies
veloped within the FP7 iTesla project with the goal
of using the models for power system model valida- The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard was
tion. The choice of Modelica as modeling language created as a tool independent format for model ex1200
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change and co-simulation. The full specifications of lowing:
the standard, with a list of the supporting tools, are
1. Collect measurement data from the reference
available in [22]. By opening the possibility of using a
S IMULINK model.
model in disparate simulation environments, the standard allows to benefit from functionalities offered by
2. Create the power system model to be identified in
different programs.
Modelica. The Modelica model requires a power
As another part of the FP7 iTesla project, a paramflow solution, in this case the results of the power
eter identification M AT L AB toolbox was also develflow were obtained from PSAT.
oped. This toolbox was built with FMI technologies
and uses the Modelica models presented above. The
3. Compile an FMU from the Modelica model in
power system models used are test models including
Dymola.
an device to be calibrated against some reference signals. An example of using the toolbox for calibrating
4. Create a S IMULINK model using the FMU block
the parameters of a generator model is presented next.
from the FMI Toolbox for M AT L AB, see Fig. 14.
The only blocks required in order to carry out the
simulation are: FMUme and To Workspace. All
4.2 Example
data inputs and the scopes are included only to
This parameter identification example computes seven
monitor the process interactively.
of the generator model parameters using reference
measurement from the simulation of an EMT model
5. Start the R A PI D Toolbox.
(4 outputs: the voltage magnitude, the rotor speed,
and the active and reactive powers). The reference
6. Provide R A PI D with appropriate settings (algomodel in this case was built in M AT L AB /S IMULINKrithm, parameters, variables, etc.).
SPS. The authors attempted to substitute the complex
dynamics of the EMT generator model with a simplified third order generator model. The other compoFMU
nents of the system were assumed to be known and
Send simulated
Block
modeled with the same components. For this experdata to RAPID
iment the FMI Toolbox from Modelon AB [28] has
been exploited. The reasons for that are the followScopes to
ing. First, M AT L AB was chosen for the development
monitor
Input
each
of the R A PI D toolbox. Second, the authors decided to
Data
iteration
use the Modelica language for power system modeling
purposes [3]. The Modelica model with two different
test scenarios was constructed (Fig. 13). In both test
scenarios the reference signals are perturbed, the nominal torque value in the first and the field voltage in the Figure 14. S IMULINK model used by R A PI D with the FMU of
the Modelica model
second.

4.3

Results

The results of identification experience are presented
in Fig. 15 and Table 1. The values of the identified
parameters are shown in Table 1.
The numerical values for all the parameters were
constrained before running the optimization algorithm
to a valid range of real valued numbers, typical of
Figure 13. Modelica model used in the parameter identification synchronous machines. Thus, the resulting parameprocess (component to be identified bounded in red)
ters are within practical and realistic values. Figure 15
shows the graphical comparison between the simulaThe algorithm of the identification process is the fol- tions in M AT L AB /S IMULINK-SPS and Modelica. It
DOI
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Table 1.

Generator parameter estimation results

Parameter

Value

Armature resistance (Ra )
Direct axis reactance (Xd )
Direct axis transient reactance (Xd0 )
Direct axis transient time const. (Td0 )
Quadrature axis reactance (Xq )
Inertia coefficient (M)
Damping ratio (D)

0.0010156
4.2924
1.37
2.6156
5.3994
14.9005
0.0088415

shows that the responses match with an acceptable error. The key here is to remember that a reference signal (from a high order model (M AT L AB /S IMULINKSPS)) is matched to a low-order model. The differences in reactive power (Fig. 15(a)) and in the voltage
magnitude (Fig. 15(b)) are acceptable if one takes into
account the difference in complexity of the mathematical presentation of high order dynamics by the simplified model. In order to validate the identification
results, the simulations in both M AT L AB /S IMULINKSPS and Modelica were repeated using perturbations
two-times larger than the original experiments used for
identification. Similar results as those reported above
were obtained.

5

Conclusion

This article introduced the work performed by SmarTS
Lab and other collaborators within the FP7 iTesla
project for developing a library in Modelica for power
system component models. This library is already
quite versatile as it enabled to carry out model calibration experiments within work package three of the
FP7 iTesla project.
But the library is still not complete, additional models are being developed at KTH SmarTS Lab to continue populating it. To this aim, the method for developing and validating new models described in Section 3 is used. As such, the newly developed models can be integrated in the library after a successful
Software-to-Software validation step.
The overall motivation for the development of such
library in the Modelica language was briefly presented
in Sections 1 and 4. The potential of model exchange across different tools is indeed of great importance. This is especially true for future power system
tools [13], which will require more advanced simulation methods that the currently available in domainspecific tools. For example, unambiguous model exchange will allow for the development of model-driven
1202

(a) Torque perturbation

(b) Field voltage perturbation
Figure 15. Comparison between the reference (Simulink) and
the identified (Modelica) model responses with a perturbation at
t = 4sec.

design of wide-area controls, which will require the
use of a cyber-physical modeling language and appropriate solvers.
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